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An x-ray pinhole camera and a monochromatic Kα imager are used to measure the interactions of
intense femtosecond laser pulses with Cu foil targets. The two diagnostics give different features in
the spot size and the laser energy scaling, which are resulted from different physical processes. Under
our experimental conditons, the Kα emission is mainly excited by the fast electrons transporting inside
the cold bulk target. In contrast, the x-ray pinhole signals are dominated by the broadband thermal
x-ray emission from the hot plasma at the front target surface. © 2011 American Institute of Physics.
[doi:10.1063/1.3567014]

X-ray pinhole camera1 and Kα imager2 are two kinds of
widely used two-dimensional (2D) x-ray imaging techniques.
The x-ray emission detected by a pinhole camera is a mixture
of broadband and line emission from various excitation mech-
anisms, and its energy range is determined by the filter and the
detector. Recently, the Kα imager is used to characterize fast
electron transport inside the target by measuring the Kα line
emission excited by the fast electrons.3 Since both the broad-
band and line emission can be emitted from the hot plasma
and the cold bulk target region, the comparison of x-ray pin-
hole and Kα imaging measurements is helpful to investigate
the corresponding physical processes revealed by the two di-
agnostics.

In this paper, the measurements of x-ray pinhole and Kα

imaging are comparatively studied. Their spot sizes are both
larger than the laser focal spot, and the Kα spot is the largest.
The integral x-ray pinhole signal and the Kα yield show obvi-
ously different trends as the laser energy increases. It is found
that, under the typical femtosecond laser-produced plasma
conditions, the Kα imager mainly reveals the fast electron
transport in the bulk target, and the x-ray pinhole signals are
originated mainly from the broadband thermal x-ray emission
excited in hot plasma.

The experiments were carried out using the Xtreme light
(XL) II Ti: sapphire laser system at the Institute of Physics,
Chinese Academy of Sciences, which can deliver a laser pulse
with energy up to 0.6 J in 60 fs at 800 nm.4 The p-polarized
laser pulse was focused onto a 50 μm thick Cu foil target at an
incidence angle of 45o with an f/3.5 off-axis parabolic mirror.
The diameter of the focal spot was ∼4.5 μm at the full width
at half maximum, which contained ∼35% of the laser energy.
The laser intensity was up to 5 × 1018 W/cm2.

a)Electronic mail: ytli@aphy.iphy.ac.cn.
b)Electronic mail: jzhang@aphy.iphy.ac.cn.

An x-ray pinhole camera equipped with a 16 bit charge-
coupled device (CCD) (PI-SX) was mounted to view the front
target surface at an angle of 60o with respect to the target
normal. The pinhole diameter was ∼20 μm and the magni-
fication was ∼10. The spatial resolution was ∼22 μm.1 A
1.2 μm thick Al filter was put in front of the pinhole. The pho-
ton energy range detected by the pinhole camera was mainly
from 0.4 to 10 keV.

A spherically bent quartz 2131 crystal was used to image
the Cu Kα emission at 8.048 keV onto a 16 bit CCD (Andor-
DO434BN) with a magnification of ∼8. A 30 mm diameter
aperture was put in front of the crystal, giving an astigmatism-
limited spatial resolution of ∼19 μm.2 The energy bandwidth
was about 11 eV.5 The crystal viewed the front target surface
at an angle of 48o with respect to the target normal. The Kα

yield was measured with a single photon counting CCD (PI-
LCX) which also viewed the front target surface.

Figure 1 shows the typical images of the laser focal spot,
x-ray pinhole spot, and Kα emission spot. The laser focal spot
is measured with the attenuated full laser energy. The pin-
hole spot and the Kα spot are measured with a laser energy of
∼150 mJ. The spot sizes are much different. The FWHM of
these three spots are 4.5, 35, and 85 μm, respectively.

Figure 2 shows the integral pinhole signal intensities and
the Kα yield measured by the single photon counting CCD.
The Kα yield increases linearly as the laser energy increases
from 50 to 190 mJ, and then becomes saturated. We also
checked the calibrated integral intensities of the images mea-
sured by the Kα crystal imager, which show the similar trend.
Although the Kα emission from the hot plasma may also con-
tribute to the signals of the Kα imager, it is found that this con-
tribution can be ignored under our experimental conditions.
Because the integral intensities of the Kα images with a nar-
row detection range do not show any decrease than the single
photon counting CCD signals at high laser energy, and these
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Typical images of (a) laser focal spot, (b) x-ray pin-
hole spot, and (c) Kα spot.

two Kα diagnostics show the similar trend as the laser energy
increases, when the broadening and shifting of the K-shell ra-
diation will occur.5 Thus, the Kα image mainly reveals the Kα

emission from the cold target. The saturation of the Kα yield
at high laser intensity has also been observed previously.3 The
fast electron temperature exceeding the optimal value for the
K-shell ionization cross section6 and the enhanced reabsorp-
tion of the photons inside deeper region of the target, at high
laser energy, can lead to the saturation of the Kα yield.3

In contrast, the integral pinhole signal intensities shown
in Fig. 2 continually increase with the laser energy and no sat-
uration appears. Because of the wide energy range detected
by the pinhole camera, both continuum and K-shell emission,
excited inside the cold bulk target, contribute to the pinhole
signals. Another origin is the thermal broadband x-ray emis-
sion from the hot plasma at the front target surface.

The Monte Carlo code MCNP4C is used to estimate the
continuum and K-shell emission excited inside the cold bulk
target. Considering the experimental setup and the response
curve of the detectors, the Kα yield in 2π steradians and the
integrated pinhole counts are calculated. In the calculation,
the fast electrons, assumed to be Maxwellian distributed, are
normally injected into a 50 μm thick planar Cu target, and the
fast electron temperature Thot is related to the laser energy by
Wilks’s scaling.7 The total number of the fast electrons Ne is
estimated as Ne ∼ εLηL-e/Thot, where εL is the laser energy
and ηL-e is the conversion efficiency of laser energy into fast
electrons.

Since ηL-e is a function of the laser intensity,8 it is as-
sumed to be 1 in the MC calculations first. Then the real ηL-e

at a specific εL is estimated with the ratio of the measured Kα

yield to the MC calculated result. Figure 3(a) shows the MC
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FIG. 2. (Color online) The integral x-ray pinhole signal intensity (red circle)
and the Kα yield in 2π steradian (blue diamond) as a function of laser energy.

calculated Kα yield (with ηL-e = 1) and the experimental data.
The inset shows the inferred ηL-e, which increases from 3% to
26% as the laser energy increases from 50 to 230 mJ. This is
consistent with the previous result.8

Figure 3(b) shows the MC calculated integral x-ray emis-
sion for the pinhole camera due to the continuum and line
emission excited inside the cold bulk target, when ηL-e is set
to be 1. Even with ηL-e = 1, the MC result is less by almost
two orders than the experimental data. This indicates that the
bremsstrahlung and K-shell emission, excited inside the cold
bulk target, may be not the main contribution to the x-ray pin-
hole signals, for our experimental conditions.

To investigate the contribution of the broadband x-ray
emission and the K-shell emission from the hot plasma
and the cold bulk target, FLYCHK9 with a non local ther-
modynamic equilibrium model is used. For simplification,
the characteristic average electron density ne for the hot Cu
plasma and the cold bulk Cu target are set to be 1021 cm−3 and
1023 cm−3, respectively. The electron temperature Te is varied
from 10 to 500 eV for the hot plasma, and from 1 to 50 eV for
the cold bulk target. The typical fast electron temperature Thot

is set to be 300 keV.7 The results are shown in Fig. 4. It can
be seen that, for Te = 10 eV, which is typically low for the hot
plasma but high for cold bulk, the integral K-shell emission
from the hot plasma is still less by almost two orders than
that from cold bulk. Thus for the hot plasma with Te ≥ 10 eV,
and the bulk target with Te ≤ 10 eV, the K-shell emission is
mainly excited by the fast electrons in the cold bulk target.
Furthermore, as Te increases, strong thermal x-ray less than
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) The MC calculated Kα yield taking ηL-e = 1 (black solid triangle) and the measured Kα yield (blue diamond). The inset shows the
inferred conversion efficiencies of the laser energy into fast electrons. (b) The MC calculated integral x-ray emission for the pinhole camera (open triangle) and
the experimental data (red circle).
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FIG. 4. (Color online) The FLYCHK calculated x-ray emission spectra from (a) the cold Cu bulk (ne = 1023 cm−3) and (b) the hot Cu plasma (ne = 1021 cm−3),
with varied electron temperatures, both taking 300 keV fast electrons into account.

5 keV with a peak around 1.2 keV can be excited. It is
found that, for the hot plasma with Te ≥ 50 eV and the
cold bulk target with Te ≤ 10 eV, the broadband emission
corresponding to the pinhole detection range, from the bulk
target is less by two orders than that from the hot plasma.
Therefore, for such conditions, the x-ray pinhole image
mainly reveals the hot plasma region.

Taking into account the possible contribution of the
thermal x-ray emission from the hot plasma to the pinhole
signals in our experimental conditions, the observations can
be explained. The hot plasma lateral expansion during and
after the laser irradiation leads to a larger time-integrated
pinhole spot than the laser focal spot. In contrast, the Kα

emission is mainly excited by the fast electrons which
can be significantly influenced by the self-generated fields
and transport long distance inside the target, leading to an
enhanced lateral electron transport.10 Therefore, the Kα spot
can be much larger than the hot plasma region revealed by
the pinhole spot. In addition, the positive dependence of the
hot plasma x-ray emission on the laser energy can cause the
continuous increase of the pinhole signals in Fig. 2.

In summary, we have comparatively studied the measure-
ments of x-ray pinhole camera and Kα imager. It indicates
that, for the typical range of conditions of the relativistic fem-
tosecond laser-produced plasmas, the Kα imaging technique
is suitable for the diagnostic of fast electron transport, and
the x-ray pinhole camera can reveals the hot plasma region.
Different imaging diagnostics should be carefully chosen to

estimate different physical parameters, such as laser intensity,
hot plasma size, and fast electron transport region.
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